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 Achieve high-throughput, automated thermal simulation for uniform heat transfer and maximum flow to enhance Process
economics - Achieve higher efficiencies, faster cycle times, and lower costs through highly efficient energy and material usage

and savings through process changes Unique capabilities - Allows detailed study of flow and thermal interactions Powerful
results - From user-friendly graphic interface to state-of-the-art computer power, Thermal Xchanger Suite can solve complex,

energy-intensive challenges, from the in-house lab to the factory floorQ: Gzip data from within mod_rewrite I'm using
mod_rewrite to do some URL rewriting and I'd like to set the content-encoding for the resulting page to gzip. I'm using the
following rule: RewriteRule ^resources/([a-z]+)-([a-z]+)/.*$ resources/$1-$2.gz [L,E=content-encoding:gzip,T=text/html]

However, the gzipped data seems to be generated in memory and not actually written to disk, and the browser can still request
the uncompressed data. This makes sense, I suppose, as the point of gzipping is to make the data smaller without losing data. Is
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there any way to tell mod_rewrite to actually write the gzipped data to disk instead of just making the temporary file? A: After
reading your comment to the answer from Brian, and having a look at the link he included ( I have a better understanding of the

issue at hand. RewriteRule should never be used in this manner because it modifies the URL and thus, actually changes the
content-type to that of the page, effectively downloading a different version of the page as you can see below. The proper way

to accomplish gzip is to set the following in your.htaccess file: RewriteEngine On RewriteBase / RewriteCond %{HTTP:Accept-
Encoding} gzip [NC] RewriteRule (.*)\.gz $1\.html [QSA,L,E=content-encoding:gzip] I have tested this against 82157476af
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